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Guatemala
Edition

On June 4th an intergenerational group of folks from UPC flew to Guatemala to join in the 
work of Xela Aid/Local Hope. The organization began in the Quetzaltenango, also known as 
Xelaju (Shay’-la-hoo) or more commonly as Xela (Shay’- la). After a few years, Xela Aid moved 
its work to a community about 45 minutes outside of town named San Martin Chiquito where 
we worked and stayed for a week. Xela Aid is a not-for-profit organization that provides a range 
of services, many of which you will read about in the reflections on the following pages. Their 
model is to partner with development organizations, individuals, families, local government 
and other non-profit organizations to promote holistic change. You can read more about them 
on their website at www.xelaaid.org.

We are grateful to Xela Aid and to the community of San Martin Chiquito for their welcome 
and hospitality. We hope you will come to know them a little bit through our stories. We are 
grateful to UPC for your financial support for the trip as well as for your prayers while we were 
away. we welcome a chance to talk to you further about our experiences, please ask. 

Members of the Xela Aid
Mission trip were:
Margot Brault
Mamie Broadhurst
Peggy Carroll
Katherine Carroll
Ian Lewis
Tabitha Lewis,
Owen Meier
Sarah Meier
Larry Reynolds
Lorinda Sealey
Claire Shihadeh
Jerry Trahan
Suzanne Trahan
Lori Tucker
Arthur Welsh 
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Finding God in Guatemala
Fifteen people traveled together for our 

Service/Mission Trip to Guatemala. This inter-
generational group has a variety of perspec-
tives because we are at various places in our 
faith journey. Each perspective is valid and 
helps to paint a clearer picture of our experi-
ence. I found that to be a great gift for my own 
faith journey. I learned from each one of them. 
Thank you God.

So from this 83 year old’s perspective, 
God is always present. I wake up each day 
full of gratitude for God and all God’s gifts. 
On arriving at Xela Aid I saw God in the very 
existence of the golden building on a hill in 
the middle of San Martin fields. As I stood on 
the roof and surveyed the surrounding fields 
I was amazed at God’s goodness. This gold-
en building is where care and education are 
provided to the community. It all started with 
a young woman who traveled to Guatemala 
some 30 years ago to learn Spanish. Leslie 
fell in love with the people and saw the need. 
Eventually she married Mel, my nephew, who 
brought his unique gifts to Xela Aid. Which 
brings us to today with the golden building on 
the hill providing hope to so many in San Mar-
tin. Thank you God.

Peggy Carroll
I realize that our experience was limited 

to the people who are part of the Xela Aid 
Community. A comment I heard and experi-
enced over and over was that everyone was 
so happy. How could they be so happy with 
so little? My thought is that they are happy 
because they have hope! Xela Aid/Local 
Hope is giving them that hope as they work 
to educate them for a more secure future. 
Also, I think they appear happy because they 
are grateful for all that they have. Thank you 
God for this opportunity for me to share in 
the mission of Xela Aid to the people of San 
Martin. I am so-o-o grateful!

God used my hands to sponsor a col-
lege student, Pedro Lopez with $117 per 
month. I met Pedro while we were there 
to give him a backpack and calculator for 
his studies. I was excited to learn that his 
mother, Magdalena was a weaver. Imag-
ine my surprise when they arrived the 
next day with a gift of her weaving for 
me. There’s that radical hospitality again. 
Thank you God.

God used their hands to 
teach us how to weave, cook 
and speak Spanish. 
Thank you God.

God used their hands to cook our meals, 
drive our bus and keep us safe on our 
excursions. Thank you God.

Photos with 
captions Peggy 
provided will 
be scattered 
throughout our 
reflections.

mailto:upc-clerk%40upcbr.org?subject=
mailto:jclemm1%40lsu.edu?subject=
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Personally, I have never been out of the United States, so a lot of what I saw was 
completely new to me. The whole trip I saw all of the different ways Guatemalans do 
things in comparison to how we do things. It was very eye-opening to see their lives 
and the everyday things that they struggle to get. Having to make the water purifiers 
and deliver them personally to each house throughout the town was a good experi-
ence because we weren’t just donating money to a charity, we got to see each of 
their smiling faces as we gave it to them. Seeing how they make food, farm, and 
weave their clothing was very different from how things are done in the US.

Another experience was walking through the marketplace from where people 
go to buy things like food and clothing. It was like it was straight from a movie and 
unlike anything I’d ever seen before. The zipline and the hike up the mountain to 
it was a fun and exciting way to see some of the wildlife and some of the fantastic 
views Guatemala has to offer. Overall, it was a unique experience, and even though 
I am glad to be home, I would definitely take up a chance to do it again.

Our trip to Guatemala met my expectations and more. I 
got to see first-hand how XELA AID fulfills its purpose of inte-
grated development among the people of San Martín Chiq-
uito, and its positive effects on the Guatemalan people in the 
surrounding areas. 

One person I met during our stay in Guatemala, is the clin-
ic nurse, Estrella Vazquez who speaks Mam, her Mayan lan-
guage, as well as Spanish, and she is learning English. She 
embodies the growth and self-reliance promoted by XELA AID. 
My background as a nurse with a focus on community health, 
and the intersection of culture and health care naturally drew 
me to work with her. My formal contact with Estrella included 
working on the Days for Girls program, providing menstru-
al health education and products to help girls manage their 
periods and engage in educational and other daily activities 
with dignity; discussing prenatal care, labor and delivery, and 
postpartum care in meetings she arranged with a lay midwife; 
and assisting in the vision screening clinic. Estrella’s faith, 
work ethic, courage and commitment to her community re-
ally impressed me. Through informal conversations with her I 
learned more about her work, her family, her university studies 

and about the challenges 
she has faced while pursu-
ing her dreams. I would like 
to share her story with you. 

When Estrella was ten 
years old, she participated 
in some activities for kids 
organized by XELA AID and 
was impressed by what 
she saw. Her first challenge 
was to continue “hanging 

God used our hands to teach 
children and adults.
Thank you God.

Sarah Meier

God used our hands to teach children and 
adults. Thank you God.

Lorinda Sealey
around” XELA AID as much as she could, against her family’s 
advice; they warned her to be careful because “Americans 
were known to steal Guatemalan kids and take them to the 
US.” She persisted in participating in XELA AID sponsored 
programs and they later awarded her a scholarship, which al-
lowed her to complete high school. Her dream was to become 
a physician to address the health problems she witnessed in 
her community, but she decided she could not pursue medi-
cal studies because the length and intensity of the curriculum 
would not allow her to work while studying, and she had to 
work to contribute to her family’s income. She switched gears 
and enrolled in nursing school with financial support from 

XELA AID, worked part-time at 
a clinic and finished the three-
year nursing program at the 
university except for her thesis, 
which will be completed when 
she is allowed to resume data 
collection halted due to the 
pandemic. 

She was hired two years 
ago as the clinic nurse at XELA 
AID and also continues her part 
time job at the other clinic. She 
has been running the XELA AID 
medical clinic on her own since 
the pandemic with some help of 
occasional physicians. During 
our stay in San Martín Chiqui-
to, a physician was present on 
one day. Otherwise she acts as 
the receptionist, social worker, 
nurse, doctor, and pharmacist. 

Her ingenuity in adapting assessment procedures to 
the needs of her community is impressive. For example, to 
determine the appropriate strength of reading glasses for 

continued on p. 4

Claire, Katherine and Estrella
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My reflections are that the people we gave water filters 
have so little yet they gave what little they had to us even 
though they didn’t have much. I know that if I saw a bunch of 
people who were from an organization to help, I would prob-
ably let them in but not give them what little I had. I really loved 
the trip and it was fun to help those in need.

Some other things that I really loved about the trip were 
going to all the various places in San Martin Chiquito and 
meeting all the people. Estrella, Carlos, and Patty were just 
a few examples. A particular time I enjoyed was the art class 
with all the kids in the middle of an intense storm. I got done 
with my rose drawing and then cracked out my journal and 
a lot of kids gathered around to see what I was writing. This 
was to no avail because I was writing in a long dead language 
that no one but me could understand (Runic). I really enjoyed 
another time when the power was out and I got to watch some 
people (including my sister) play volleyball. Another time I 
enjoyed was at the zipline and I was freaked out for maybe 
fifteen seconds of the first one. I then got over my fear and 
was able to enjoy going 45 miles per hour careening across a 
steep cliff. After that we went back to the hotel at Lake Atitlan 
and had a delicious dinner. Another time is when we went to 
a woman and her sister’s house and made tortillas. I dropped 
two and made a bit of a mess, but I had so much fun. I really 
enjoyed this trip and hope to go on another one just like this.

women weavers who are illiterate, she relies on them accurately counting the rows 
of thread on their woven blouses rather than reading text. It was amazing to see the 
joy on their faces when they had the right lenses and could see the lines of woven 
thread. One of Estrella’s goals is to empower young girls in the community to take 
control of their lives, and to complete their education by avoiding teen marriages 
and unwanted pregnancies. To this end, she has been active in providing women’s 
health care and birth control education. This has led to strong push back from 
the community; they contend that her knowledge on the subject is inappropriate 
for a single woman and an indication of her promiscuity. Her mother has pleaded 
with her to discontinue such classes because this activity impugns her character 
and affects the family’s reputation. Estrella has persisted because she believes the 
work she is doing is essential to the well-being of young women in her community. 

Estrella cared for our team with the same competence, confidence and gra-
ciousness she demonstrates towards her community. She and some other XELA 
AID staff participated in our nightly meetings led by Mamie, which included a guid-
ing scripture and reflections on our day’s activities. She said that our group was 
very special; the way we interacted with each other and with them was different from 
other groups visiting Guatemala. We also believe that she is very special.  

Ian Lewis

God used our hands 
to make and deliver 
chicken coops with 
hens and individual 
home water filters. 
Thank you God.

God uses the hands of the paid staff at Xela Aid/ Local Hope from left: Nurse 
Estrella Vasquez, Montessori Teacher and weaver Maria Juarez, Special 
Needs Coordinator llsy Mazariegos, Montessori Teacher and Master Weaver 
Luciana Perez, Computor Lab Instructor Sofy Gomez, Montessori Teacher 
Juana Lopez, Special Needs Teacher Herlinda Perez, Computor Instructor 
Olga Mendez, Deputy Director of Operations Maria Julia Barillas, Director 
of Operations Elmer Mazariegos 
Missing are: Fernanda Ochoa, Coordinator of Hospitality and Micaela Garcia 
Master Weaver, Guardian Maricela Suy and Shirley Ramires, Computor Instructors.

God used our hands to feed the hungry as 
we filled and delivered Emergency Food 
Bags. They reciprocated by serving us 
boiled chocolate and cookies. Did you catch 
that “radical hospitality”? Thank you God.
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The Natural Environment Takes a Back Seat
I would like to acknowledge the congregation at UPC for 

their long-standing commitment to international youth mis-
sion trips. I saw the transformative power of those experienc-
es when my sons, Jackson and Joseph, traveled and worked 
in Belize and Cuba respectively. After our stay in Guatemala, 
I better understand the value of that experience. I have led, 
worked with, learned from, and shared time with Tabitha, Ian, 
Owen, and Sarah for over three years. So I appreciate the 
opportunity to not only participate in this trip myself, but to 
witness the reactions, responses, and growth of those young 
people.

I suspect most of us on 
the trip had generally simi-
lar thoughts and reactions 
to what we encountered 
in San Martin. My previ-
ous international travel 
was limited to Canada. So 
I’d never been anywhere 
with no traffic rules, speed 
bumps for miles on major 
thoroughfares, or where 
police detained tourist ve-
hicles for being “the wrong 
color” in a possible attempt 
to coerce payment. I’d had 
little exposure to housing 

with dirt or bare concrete floors, blankets for interior walls, 
corrugated metal roofs not closed to the outside where three 
or more generations lived with limited running water and elec-
tricity, wood-burning stoves, outhouses, and exterior steam-
rooms (chuks) for bathing. To me, it appeared so onerous; a 
long day of real labor to acquire or maintain what few of us 
would consider minimum food and facilities. But that was not 
evident among the people we interacted with who seemed 
genuinely happy as they worked to make the best for them-
selves and their families, and who were similarly grateful for 
the small assistance (in our eyes) we provided in the form 
of chicken coops, chickens, and simple water-filtration sys-
tems. Unable to avoid comparing my life to theirs, I gained 
an incredible appreciation for the things they accomplished, 
including the weaving, and the strategy that Xela Aid plies in 
working to improve the living conditions in that community. 

It stuck with me that “Aid” stands for Agency Integrated 
Development. Xela Aid doesn’t prioritize delivery of food or 
other supplies to sustain life, although the pandemic made 
that a necessity and we helped with one such delivery. Their 
goal is directional, long-term improvement in living conditions 
through access to medical services, enhanced marketing of 
local products, education of children, exposure to technology, 
and leadership training of young adults. Simply helping peo-
ple to help themselves. Through the stories of those now run-
ning the day-to-day operations of the clinic, school, kitchen, 
and hotel... Elmer, Maria Julia, Fernanda, Estrella... I saw the 
clear benefits of such a program. 

Larry Reynolds
But I wanted to reflect on something more personal to me 

about our time in San Martin and Lake Atitlan. I am a wildlife 
biologist specializing in wetland birds and their habitats. My 
wife has bird feeders, nesting houses, and species of plants 
in our yard to attract and support birds. However, there was 
very little bird life in San Martin. I spent hours trying to find a 
bird other than a grackle or English (house) sparrow in the vil-
lage with no success. I walked a half-hour every morning with 
Jerry, Mel, Leslie and sometimes others before breakfast to 
visit other parts of the village and learn about the landscape, 
soil, crops, forest, people, and practices as well as look for 
birds... any birds. Compared to my backyard in the middle of 
Baton Rouge, San Martin was lacking in bird life.

It took only a short time to recognize likely reasons why 
that was the case. It seemed every square foot of the village 
not inhabited was planted in something to provide food to eat 
or sell. Incredible gardens of cauliflower, cabbage, carrots, 
radishes, onions, and of course cornfield after cornfield. Not 
expansive fields, but small, hand-tended fields where people 
were constantly tending crops. Between dwellings, on the hill-
side, everywhere people were tending small plots of cultivat-
ed crops, including hand-spraying herbicides and pesticides. 
The afternoon was spent playing soccer and the cilantro fields 
adjacent to the covered pitch were being sprayed by two 
workers. The wind-blown chemical could be felt by those of 
us watching the soccer game, demonstrating inefficient, over-
use of pesticides that can’t help but negatively affect wildlife 
and human health. Lastly, deforestation was obvious on every 
hillside in view.  Wood is a necessity for cooking and heating, 
and recent inflation resulted in a cubic meter of firewood cost-
ing nearly two days wages. All factors combined, there was 
simply less habitat for birds in the village than in my neighbor-
hood back yard. It’s an old story and matter-of-fact to some-
one who chose the profession I did; when people are strug-
gling with food, water, housing and other basics of life, wildlife 
are not a consideration.

At Lake Atitlan, a beautiful, deep lake surrounded by vol-
canoes and rich forests up steep banks, I got a glimpse of 
a richer bird life. I wish I’d taken time to further explore and 
enjoy it. I saw some local herons watching from shoreline 
snags as we motored to our jumping-off point to trek up the 
mountainside to our zip-lining locations. Some woodpecker-

continued on p. 6
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Local Hope/Xela AID takes a long-term view of development in its community.  Much of this is 
centered on education of children with the idea of helping individual children to learn and grow.  As 
those children become adults, they in turn will help their families.

Elmer Mazariegos started with Xela AID as a student with a scholarship in 2011.  Later, he was 
part of their Leadership Training Program.  Then a few years later, he was running that same pro-
gram.  Now, he is Director of Guatemala Operations for Xela AID.  A long-term success of long-term 
development.

While helping us climb the 276 steps up from hot springs at Fuentes Georginas, Elmer got a 
text from his wife. We paused to catch our breath, and he took the chance to tell us about her be-
ing in college now, how she overcame opposition from family, the work she puts in. His pride in 
her and her accomplishments was so apparent. Then he turned back to climbing and leading and 
supporting.

As we arrived at night, to the Xela 
Aid compound, perched in the beau-
tiful mountainous terrain at 8000ft, we 
were greeted by dozens of dancing, 
singing children who had been wait-
ing for us. We were so honored by 
their sweet enthusiasm that our travel 
fatigue evaporated. As the days pro-
gressed, we met many lovely local 
people who transported us back to 
pre-Columbian Mesoamerica, with 
the preservation of their weaving, 
their beautiful dresses (which they 
still wear daily), their carrying babies 
on their backs (rather than in stroll-
ers), their daily tortilla making and 
their beautiful indigenous language 
(full of velar consonants!) Besides 

like birds and a few other species were noticed as I struggled up the trail. Admit-
tedly, it was hard to tell much more through the heaving of my lungs climbing nearly 
1,000 feet in 30 minutes to experience the ride down. We saw some hummingbirds 
using the exotic (to us) flowers on the vines covering the entrance to the nature 
preserve. It’s another well-worn story that where it’s difficult for human habitation, 
wildlife does better. But even in this incredibly beautiful, seemingly natural place, 
we were cautioned against swimming because if the water got into our mouths, we 
would get sick.

Acknowledging my limited, naïve perspective, my time in Guatemala was en-
lightening, disheartening, inspiring, and overwhelming at the same time. 

 

God used their hands to teach us how to 
weave, cook and speak Spanish. 
Thank you God.

Jerry Trahan

Margo Brault
this time travel, many people also demonstrated how access 
to health care and modern education, thanks to Xela Aid, 
helped them to rise out of poverty and attain better lives for 
their families.

The Xela Aid compound was itself impressive, containing 
a weaver’s workshop, a modern clinic that cared for us when 
we fell ill, a school full of children who received the shoes 
and books we donated, offices, kitchen and dining hall, many 
workshops and comfortable modern accommodations which 
were all built to resist earthquakes... tested at 3:00 a.m. one 
night! There is so much to say about the success stories of 
Xela Aid and the wonderful experiences they showed us, both 
at the compound and later at Lake Atitlán, but also, it was 
impressive to see our own group members deliver chicken 
coops, water-filtration systems, food and supplies, children’s 
shoes, books, ESL lessons, craft ideas, medical supplies, 
musical entertainment, and even reproductive education 

continued on p. 7

Elmer Mazariegos

Margo and a Xela Aid weaver
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My trip to Guatemala was probably the most adventurous 
and exciting week of my life and something I will remember for 
the rest of my life. I had never been out of the United States 
before. I really enjoyed helping people in Guatemala. I noticed 
that even though most people we met through Xela Aid were 
poor they looked happy and were very kind and welcomed us 
into their homes.

Each day we were given a class or task we had to do 
throughout the day. My tasks were chicken coops, water 

for local girls. It was great to have Mamie there to lead our 
group with her impeccable Spanish and, with Larry, guide the 
youth who seemed to enjoy the experience. The beauty of 
the local people was equaled by the enthusiasm of our trip 
members who kept open minds, happy hearts and were a joy 
to travel with.  I was honored to be surrounded by friends old 
and new. 

Shall I give one example of a story 
that marked me? 

I had a conversation with Yuli, the 
mental health professional who pro-
vides tutoring help, counselling and 
emotional therapy to the children at 
the Xela Aid school. She described 
how, now that her own children were 
grown and gone (hard to believe be-
cause she looked to be no more than 
35), she had found a fulfilling vocation 
helping the local children. Some were 
disabled, some were just very poor. Many were dealing with 
families suffering from alcoholism, abuse in the home, which, 
because of the pandemic, had become harder to avoid. Yuli 
provided love, professional counselling, and even lessons in 
meditation. I was impressed by her devotion and her heavy 
load because the poverty is very present in all the children’s 
lives and loads Yuli with a constant stream of kids in need. 

Yuli told me about one of her students whose mother had 
recently died of cancer. She was particularly worried about 
this little boy, because he had expressed suicidal thoughts. I 
was overcome with concern for Yuli and her student and my 

attempts at finding words of sympathy and encouragement 
were inadequate. Then she added that this young boy, on the 
day we arrived, had been having a bad day, and to make mat-
ters worse, when he ran toward the school with the other chil-
dren to greet us, the sole of his shoe snagged on something 
and tore completely off.  Finally, I was able to offer a small 
slice of good news by telling her that our group had brought 
several suitcases full of shoes. The look on Yuli’s lovely face 
will stay with me forever. It became brilliant with excitement 
and for the next 3 days Yuli organized the sizing and distribu-
tion of shoes to all the children in the school. I don’t know 
how the little boy ended up, and I doubt that new shoes will 
solve all his family problems, but at least it was gratifying to 
know that all the shoe collecting we had done before our trip, 
had actually had a real effect, and that beautiful Yuli’s job was 
made a little easier. 

God used the many hands of people from Baton Rouge to 
collect shoes and books for the children of Xela Aid. Thank 
you God.

Owen Meier
filters, and music. We spent two days building six chicken 
coops and delivered these chicken coops to a nearby village. 
While delivering water filters we realized how much we are 
helping them. A lot of people in Guatemala don’t have access 
to clean, filtered water. Each of us had to explain to the villag-
ers how they worked and how often they needed to clean or 
replace them.

Another thing I noticed is that there was quite a mansion 
that nobody lived in near the Xela Aid building. It is empty 
because someone from Guatemala lives in the U.S. and sent  

money back to build 
it and it end up aban-
doned because the 
family members think 
that they will be cursed 
if they move in and the 
person in the U.S. will 
never return if they live 
in the house. This trip 
made me realize how 
much people are in 
need and living in pov-
erty and that we were 
helping them a lot. 

Yuli and Margo

Jerry, Carlos, Owen, Artie, Larry, and Mel
with their finished coops
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So much of our trip to Guatemala was a study in contrasts 
and conflicting information.  A few of the things I observed and 
learned about were: 

Everywhere we went in 
the village, we saw women 
walking slowly in intricately-
woven traditional dress, the 
fabric created by their own 
hands after hundreds of hours 
of weaving in their homes. 
The designs are unique to 
their village or region and a 
discerning eye can tell where 
its weaver is from with just a 
glance. Their outfits are truly 
works of art worn for daily 
chores over open fires and 
washing pots. Meanwhile, 
their children dressed in t-shirts flashing logos of American 
companies or back packs covered in the cartoonish image of 
a dog called Chase, from the American cartoon “Paw Patrol” 
or super heroes from Marvel comics. Mothers cling protective-
ly to their children’s hands, as they walk through the streets, 
but you can guess that the children value their logoed cloth-
ing far more than the traditional dress of their mothers. One 
wonders what the next generation of villagers will wear every 
day. Will the ancient art of traditional back strap weaving exist 
in 25 years outside of tourist shops?

Villagers grew crops on the 
smallest plots of land imagin-
able, squeezed between homes 
and businesses. The fields 
yielded carrots as big as ears 
of corn and radishes that were 
the size of apples. I watched 
as local farmers pulled an as-
tounding tangle of 50 potatoes 
from the earth as they harvested 
each green potato plant. But we 
learned that the villagers don’t 
often eat the beautiful, healthy 
foods they harvest, preferring to 
send the food to market to earn 

what cash they can for it. Corn, in the form of hand-made tor-
tillas, is the staple of their meals.  

The fronts of some houses look new, clean and welcom-
ing, hinting at beautiful rooms under their roofs and fami-
lies rising from poverty and beginning to prosper. Instead, it 
seems the fronts of homes are often just facades  - built to 
look prosperous. The façade signals to everyone that a family 
member is working in the States and is sending home money 
to his / her family. Many of those family members have nev-
er come home or have stopped communicating with family 
members left behind and the homes behind the facades are 
full of empty promises and unfurnished rooms.  

Suzanne Trahan
Mothers sit outside the school doors waiting for their 

children to be dismissed. They sit very still in their traditional 
dress, their eyes locked on the cell phones they cradle in their 
hands as their thumbs dance on the keyboards.  

Most families still use wood-burning stoves, using their 
limited cash to buy wood just so they can burn it to cook 
meals. Wood needs to be trucked into the region because the 
hills no longer contain trees of any size that can be harvested 
for their wood. It feels as if the people are literally burning what 
little money they have.  

Most homes and businesses in rural Guatemala are made 
of cinderblock. The buildings rise from every available piece 
of land – square and featureless with empty black squares 
for windows and blankets strung across doorways. Most have 
rebar sticking out of their roofs on the corners and down the 
center of the roof. Mel calls this building technique “Guatema-
lan Hope” – the rebar exists so that someday, if they can ever 
afford it, a family can add a second floor to their home more 
easily. The rebar juts toward the sky like a promise, but one 
can tell from way the women have used it to string clothes 
lines and hang baskets of flowers that it’s been there a very 
long time and may never be used for its intended purpose.  

Well-tended fields rise up from the valleys and climb up 
the steep hills of the mountains surrounding the village. The 
lines of crops are straight and evenly spaced no matter how 
steep the angle of the field.  If you rise early enough, you can 
see that the fields are not planted by anything motorized, but 
are actually planted by teams of men and boys working to-
gether with hoes swung by hand. Later, they spray fertilizer 

continued on p. 9

Making tortillas
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Reflections on Guatemala
When Leslie and Mel Dinkel gave their presentation in 

2019 on XELA AID/Local Hope in Guatemala, I had intended 
only to listen politely and to say no. Yet, long-dormant desires 
for an in-depth experience of another culture were awakened. 
As a youth, I had wanted to study French in France, but that 
never happened. I thought I had accepted that disappoint-
ment years ago. Decades later, the Guatemala trip emerged 
as the top item on my bucket list! The pandemic forced us to 
wait two years, so I took Spanish lessons here, and signed up 
for more at XELA.

Now, I have studied Spanish with a teacher in Guatemala. 
I have had a few simple conversations with Spanish-speaking 
people there. I spoke with a Mam weaver in Spanish, knowing 
it’s a second language for both of us, yet somehow we com-
municated. I exchanged small talk with a puzzled indigenous 
couple wondering how Americans ended up with them in the 
thermal pools on the side of a volcano. I wanted to practice 
Spanish with the XELA staff, and they wanted to practice Eng-
lish with me, so all was good no matter what words we used.

On our first full day in San 
Martin Chiquito, we spent the 
morning packing large plastic 
bags of food. XELA AID is all 
about self-reliance, not hand-
outs, but the pandemic has put 
many villagers at risk of hunger. 
Later, we piled onto the bus and 
rode to a clearing beside a moun-
tain road where Guatemalans 
waited patiently in the rain for us 
to deliver the food. The steps on 
the bus were awkward for me. 
As I slowly made my way down, 

I looked up to see an indigenous woman holding a plastic 
sheet over her head against the rain. She used hand gestures 
as mothers and grandmothers do everywhere to remind me to 
pull the hood of my raincoat over my head. In her face, I saw 
wisdom, compassion and kindness. When I stepped off the 
bus, she gave me a bear hug. I felt tears well up in my eyes. I 
hadn’t expected to receive her kindness and welcome.

One evening during our reflection time, we were asked to 
share one personal resolution as a result of our experiences. I 
said that I had spent recent days in a place different from my 
homeland – one of many in this world. I could only resolve to 

from packs on their backs, hand pumping the dangerous pesticides onto the new sprouts one by one down the line. There 
are apparently no tractors or mechanized tools in the village.  All work is done by hand in a beautifully-choreographed ritual by 
groups of men and young boys who swarm over the field together as soon as the sun climbs over the mountains. 

Guatemala villagers don’t appear to have pets. They have dogs whose presence they seem to tolerate until the dog dies 
under the wheels of a passing car or truck. A stray dog learns to cross streets as carefully as a child does – until its judgment 
fails it. Dead dogs litter the streets and roadways. Families do appear to value poultry and their flock lives at their feet, the 
chickens and turkeys wandering the hard-packed and well-swept dirt yards of their homes alongside their children.  

I came away so much more aware of the challenges of life in a third world country – things I’d known only intellectually 
before I’ve now seen and experienced. As I told Mel and Leslie, our amazing leaders, “How do I fit the “new me” into my old 
life?” I’m still working out that challenge and feel as though I will be doing it the rest of my life.

Lori Tucker
be fully present in that place and open to what it has to show 
me. That leaves me a lot to unpack.

I’ve never been a farmer but I’ve interviewed rice and soy-
bean farmers with large operations in Arkansas, and I grew up 
in Kansas where corn and wheat fields stretch off to the hori-
zon. I was fascinated by the small fields on the rugged slopes 
of the Guatemala Highlands. Walking on the cobbled roads 
in San Martin, I could see the hand-tilled fields up close. They 
plant corn and beans in the same evenly spaced mounds of 
dirt, following ancient Mayan traditions. Where we would have 
pristine yards around our homes, Guatemalans plant onions, 
cabbage, corn, potatoes and more for their families and to 
sell. We marveled at the size of carrots, radishes and cab-
bages. It’s easier to wonder why people in other places don’t 
do things our way than to notice the wisdom in their ways.

Early one morning, I went to the roof of the Eco Guest 
House to view the surrounding terrain with binoculars. While 
we waited for breakfast, men already were bent over in the 
fields tending to their crops. Women were on the flat roofs of 
their homes or in their yards doing chores. On another day, 
we visited homes where women showed us how they make 
each day’s tortillas, beginning before dawn soaking the corn 
kernels. A modern convenience is that they can take the corn 
to a nearby tienda (store) to be milled, but everything else 

is done by hand. We 
shaped the dough 
with our hands, and 
one of the women 
placed the tortillas 
on the hot griddle. 
As the women listed 
their daily routines, 
it’s clear that a wom-
an’s work is never 
done in Guatemala.

The first two floors of the Eco Guest House are busy plac-
es with preschool programs, after-school programs, a com-
puter lab, and services for children with special needs. The 
covered courtyard has an artificial turf where children play 
during recreational time. I grew accustomed to the laughter 
and chatter of the children. After a few days, the third floor of 
the Eco Guest House, where we stayed, seemed eerily quiet 
in the evenings when the children had left the building, and we 
had it mostly to ourselves. To me, the sounds of the children 
are the sounds of XELA AID/Local Hope.
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When I look at church groups going on mission trips, I 
see a lot of things. People taking this as a chance to go on 
vacation, a break from work, a cool instagram post. I will ad-
mit, going into this, I was one of those people. In 2018, when 
I heard about this trip, I was 14 years old. Young(er) Tabitha 
didn’t quite understand the weight this trip held. All it was for 
me was a way to get a free vacation - and I am ashamed to 
admit it. But, after this trip, I have learned so much more than 
anyone could ever have taught me. 

I have always struggled with the concept of mission trips. 
A lot of them are rooted in the rich taking it upon themselves 
to help the poor in order to feel better about themselves, to 
be able to say “Hey! Look at this amazing thing I did!” But, I 
knew from day one that this was not how UPC was going to 
handle it. UPC never once crossed my mind as a church full of 
people suffering from a white savior complex. We were there 
to do the best we could to help those less fortunate. Matthew 
6:3 states “But when you give to the needy, do not let your left 
hand know what your right hand is doing, so that your giving 

Tabitha Lewis
may be in secret. Then your Father, who sees what is done in 
secret, will reward you.” I am not a super religious person, but 
this verse has always been my favorite bible verse. I have al-
ways struggled with the human desire for recognition, but also 
realizing that rewards cannot be the reason I do what is right. 
I firmly believe University Presbyterian Church lives through 
this verse, and never partakes in performative activism. 

Throughout this trip, I learned so much. I saw so much. 
I saw rolling hills with cattle, people packed like sardines in 
open air markets. I saw people speaking in their native tongue, 
without others shaming them for it. I heard stories about sons 
immigrating to the States in order to find a better life for their 
mothers, only to be stuck in an endless cycle of poverty, rac-
ism, and hatred. If I had to describe what I learned from this 
trip in one word, that word would be “perspective”. I had been 
living my whole life looking at the world through a very specific 
lens, and, to be honest, I was scared to change that lens. But I 
am so grateful that I did. I learned that different does not mean 
bad. I saw women waking up at 4:00 every morning to grind 
corn, men waking up at 6:00 to farm. Through my (white, 
middle class) American lens, nothing about the Guatemalan/
Mayan way of life seemed fair or good. But, every person I 
had the pleasure of talking to never complained. I learned that 
my values do not have to intersect with theirs. I learned to 
step back and look at things from a wider lens - to look at the 
bigger picture. I learned that there is so much out there that I 
haven’t seen. There is so much I don’t know. There is so much 
I will never know, and that is okay. I gained perspective, and 
for that reason, I am eternally grateful. 

THANK YOU!


